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Black Nationalism is the only practical answer for
Black People in the United States of America.
Let's Get Busy!

A WORD OR TWO
THE CLASS STRUGGLE DEFLECTION
We hear a lot about the “class struggle,”
but that term hides the fact that the only
struggle that presently exists is less about
classes than greed and selfishness. The
“class struggle,” then, is in reality a struggle
of the greedy and selfish against those who
place a priority on sharing.
Let me repeat: The so called class
struggle is a struggle of the greedy and selfish against those who are willing to share.
When discussing this question from now on,
We should not use terms that make the
greedy and selfish look less greedy and antisocial than they are. Class is not the primary issue here, greed and selfishness are.
In the United States, an increasing number of those selfish individuals have Black
skin. White America has bought off many of
the Black individuals who fall into this category (many might call themselves “Republicans”), and the bought off Blacks in turn
have used money and access to resources
provided to them by white power to recruit
other Blacks into a similar frame of mind
(even though the other Blacks aren’t being
rewarded the way the bought off Blacks are).
Most Blacks of this ilk are simply chump
change makers (they work eight hour shifts
and are paid paycheck to paycheck wages),
and are not that much different from the
poor whites who lived during the slavery
years. Those poor whites, rather than side
with their natural allies, the Black slaves, fell
prey to a myth called white superiority and
sided with those who despised them. Today, bought off Blacks and their dark skinned
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tag alongs are siding with those who despise them when they should be siding with
the Black masses.
The bought off Blacks distort reality the
same way their white sponsors do, with the
objective of misleading and disinforming the
Black masses. They manipulate figures and
assert that anywhere from "25 to 53" per
cent of the Black population is middle class,
even as they acknowledge that the Black
middle class “is disadvantaged relative to
the white middle class.” If they were honest, they would come right out and admit
that what they are calling middle class
among Blacks is less than what qualifies as
middle class among whites.
But they are being rewarded to disinform
and misinform the Blacks among Us who are
not as politically astute as they should be.
On the national and international levels they
are quite visible, from within the corporate
world they are less visible but just as sinister, and on the educational front they dominate Black university campuses and are
speckled here and there on white university
campuses. They are dark skinned white
people, they despise the Black masses, and
their top priority is to follow the white conservative agenda because they are convinced that white conservatives will give
them financial access if they dance to the
white conservative beat.
In addition to being greedy and selfish,
they are dangerous. There is hardly an act
that could be committed against everyday
Black People that they would disagree with.
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Those of Us who give priority to sharing
should view them the same way We view
greedy and selfish whites. When We get
serious, We should remember to treat them
the same way We treat the whites who have
harmed Us.
A class struggle? Anyone who takes a
good look will realize that class is not the
least common denominator here. The so
called "class" struggle is generated by
greedy, selfish individuals, the type of person who is the greatest threat to justice
and equality. We can't continue to allow
those selfish, greedy individuals get away
without being called what they are.
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"The calm confidence in its ability to deceive is a mark of the mature ruling class."
CLR James
“Within the human realm, nothing is impossible. However, some people have
been convinced that certain things can’t
be done.”
“If you don’t fight for your rights each and
every time, your enemy is going to take
them away from you each and every
time.”
“White power advocates do not even
consider the wrongs they do. They act as
if they are beyond being judged. They
have no semblance of regret or shame,
and that is proof of how useless it is to
expect them to change.”

Other CDs Include:
“GETTING STARTED: YOU CAN BE AS
SMART AS ANY HISTORIAN”
“HOW BLACK HISTORY SHOULD BE
TAUGHT”
“WHAT BLACK STUDENTS NEED TO
LEARN THAT WHITE AMERICA’S SCHOOL
“For the most part, so-called conservaSYSTEM WILL NOT TEACH THEM”
tives are simply extremely selfish individu“HOW WHITE HISTORY SHOULD BE
als.”
TAUGHT”
1 CD $20.00
2-6 CDS $15.00 EACH ALL
7 CDS $100.00
“When a system overwhelms you, don’t
HOW TO PAY:
try to keep up with it, try to gain control
(1) PAY PAL (2) VISA OR MASTER CARD.
of yourself.”
CALL 202-882-3416
“Individuals who attempt to institutional- (3) Send CHECK or MONEY ORDER payable
to "ASET". Mail to "ASET"
ize measures that are good for the
P.O. Box 60033 Washington, DC 20039. All
masses are undermined by those in
Prices Include S &H!!!
power.”
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